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QUESTION 1

Note: This question is part of a series of questions that present the same scenario. Each question in the series contains
a unique solution that might meet the stated goals. Some question sets might have more than one correct solution,
while 

others might not have a correct solution. 

After you answer a question in this section, you will NOT be able to return to it. As a result, these questions will not
appear in the review screen. 

You have a Microsoft Excel workbook that is saved to Microsoft SharePoint Online. The workbook contains several
Power View sheets. 

You need to recreate the Power View sheets as reports in the Power Bl service. 

Solution: From the Power Bl service, get the data from SharePoint Online, and then click Connect 

Does this meet the goal? 

A. Yes 

B. No 

Correct Answer: B 

We need to click "Import", not "Connect". 

References: 

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/power-bi/service-excel-workbook-files 

 

QUESTION 2

You are creating a report in Power BI Desktop. You are consuming the following tables. 
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Date[Date] is in the mm/dd/yyyy format. Date[DateKey] is in the ddmmyyyy format. Date[MonthNumber] is in the mm
format. Date[MonthName] is in the mmm format. You create the report shown in the exhibit. (Click the Exhibit button.) 

You need to ensure that the months appear in the order of the calendar. How should you sort the MonthName column? 

A. by MonthNumber 

B. ascending 

C. descending 

D. by DateKey 

Correct Answer: A 

References: http://ppmworks.com/sorting-month-names-chronologically-in-microsoft- power-bi-reports/ 
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QUESTION 3

You have a Power Bl Desktop project that has the model shown in the exhibit. (Click the Exhibit tab.) 

Customer Count is a measure that uses the countRows function to calculate the number of customers. 

You create a table visualization that displays ProductID, Product, and Customer Count. 

When you view the table, you discover that Customer Count always displays the total number of customers instead of
the number of customers who purchased the product. 

You need to ensure that the table visualization displays the number of customers who purchased each product. 

What should you do? 

A. Modify the Customer Count measure to use the count function. 

B. Modify the table relationship between the Customers table and the Sales table to use a Cross filter direction of Both. 

C. Modify the table relationship between the Products table and the Sales table to use a Cross filter direction of Both 

D. Modify the Customer Count measure to use the countx function. 

Correct Answer: B 

References: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/power-bi/desktop-create-and-manage-relationships 

 

QUESTION 4

Note: This question is part of a series of questions that present the same scenario. Each question in the series contains
a unique solution that might meet the stated goals. Some question sets might have more than one correct solution,
while 

others might not have a correct solution. 

After you answer a question in this section, you will NOT be able to return to it. As a result, these questions will not
appear in the review screen. 
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You have a Power BI model that contains two tables named Sales and Date. Sales contains four columns named
TotalCost, DueDate, ShipDate, and OrderDate. Date contains one column named Date. 

The tables have the following relationships: 

The active relationship is on Sales[DueDate]. 

You need to create measures to count the number of orders by [ShipDate] and the orders by [OrderDate]. You must
meet the goal without duplicating data or loading additional data. Solution: You create two copies of the Date table
named 

ShipDate and OrderDateGet. You create a measure that uses the new tables. 

Does this meet the goal? 

A. Yes 

B. No 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 5

Note: This question is part of a series of questions that present the same scenario. Each question in the series contains
a unique solution that might meet the stated goals. Some question sets might have more than one correct solution,
while 

others might not have a correct solution. 

After you answer a question in this section, you will NOT be able to return to it. As a result, these questions will not
appear in the review screen. 

You have a user named User!. User1 is a member of a security group named Contoso PowerB1. 

User1 has access to a workspace named Contoso Workspace. 

You need to prevent User1 from exporting data from the visualizations in Contoso Workspace. 

Solution: From the Power B1 Admin portal, you modify the Tenant settings. 

A. Yes 

B. No 

Correct Answer: B 
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